
No. IMV-KC/Swimming pooll16-17 Date: 30.12.2016

Sub: Quotation for servicing and overhauling of Motors, Pumps, Valves and replacing of the damage parts of
motors, pumps and valves of Swimming Pool at IMU-KC

Sealed quotations are invited for servicing and overhauling of Motors, Pumps, Valves and replacing of the
damage parts of motors, pumps and valves of Swimming Pool at lMU-KC. Spare parts requirements will be
verified by the authority after dismantling the PIP, Motor, VN and will be solely decided by the authority.
The details of the work and lists of the machines/parts are given below:

,

SI. No. Description of worklItems Qty.
01. A) Repairing of pump consisting of gasket gland packing greasing fitting,

fixing, etc. 4 nos.
B) Prssure Gauge 10 Kgs. 4 nos.
e) Fitting Pipe with Elbow 4 nos.
D) Bibcock 4 nos.

02. Spare parts required of subject PIP
A) Pump Shaft (new) 4 nos.
B) Shaft Sleeve 4 nos.
C) Ball Bearing 4 nos.
D) Impellor Machining 4 nos.
E) New Impellor Bronze Casting 4 nos.

03. A) Motor Opening Varnishing Alignment with pump shaft, bolt & nut 4 nos.
B) New Bearing of subject motor 8 nos.

04. Pressure Gauge (0 to 6 kgs.) renewal 16 nos.
05. A) Gate valve servicing with gasket, nut & bolt packing (20 nos. 6"& 4 nos 4") 24 nos.

B) Stud renewal of subject VN 2 nos.
06. A) Gate valve repairing with gasket, nut & bolt packing for 4" 6 nos.

B) Changing of Bush for 4" 6 nos.
07. Gate valve new for 4" 6 nos.

Interested firms are requested to visit our office and inspect the machines/parts before submission of
quotations. Clarification, if any, can be sought from Shri Surajit Ghosh, Asst. Professor and Md. Sabir AIi,
Asst. Engineer (Electrical), lMU-KC on working days between 10.00 AM and 5.00 PM.

Terms & Conditions:

1. The rates quoted for the servicing/overhauling of the machines/cost of the spare, parts, etc. as
mentioned above should be comprehensive and inclusive of all taxes and delivery charges.

2. Requirement of new gate VN will be decided by the authority during aIR of gate VN.
3. Rates should be quoted for all the items mentioned above.
4. Order would be placed on the total amount quoted and not on individual items.
5. Quotations for the above mentioned work should be addressed to the Director and should be

submitted in sealed envelope superscribing "Quotation for servicing and overhauling of Motors,
Pumps, yalves and replacing of the: damage parts of motors, pumps and valves at Swimming Pool"
positively by 10.01.2017. Quotations received after the due date will not be considered.

6. Payment will be made through Bank Transfer (NEFT) after successful completion of the work.

~O.I.C.-Purchase


